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Item Wine Name Vintage Volume Wine Type Country Retail Price Score Description 

Albert Bichot Batard Montrachet 
Grand Cru Blanc 2013 750ml White France HK$4,290 91

Incredible complexity even in its youth, the nose develops predominantly floral aromas 
with slight notes of toast and a touch of minerality and tasting flavours. The finish is long 
and detectable with subtle amber notes of candied fruit and sweets.

Albert Bichot Chablis Blanc Domaine 
Long-Depaquit 2013 375ml White France HK$188 88

It has the crystal clarity of this Chablis and pale yellow color with light green shades tells 
us about his character mineral precision and finesse. In pure nose and very typical 
Chablis succeed in mouth a elegant combination of almond notes and vivacious.

Albert Bichot Chablis Blanc Domaine 
Long-Depaquit 2015 750ml White France HK$303 87 Very pure nose that is typical of Chablis (white flowers, flint) opening up to a palate that 

boasts an elegant combination of almond notes and lovely vivacity.

Albert Bichot Chablis Blanc Domaine 
Long-Depaquit 2017 750ml White France HK$303 Very pure nose that is typical of Chablis (white flowers, flint) opening up to a palate that 

boasts an elegant combination of almond notes and lovely vivacity.

Albert Bichot Chablis Grand Cru Les 
Clos Blanc, Domaine Long-Depaquit 2012 375ml White France HK$422

A relatively classic nose of white flower, discreet oyster shell, citrus and ripe green fruit is 
trimmed in a discreet touch of wood before giving way to rich, powerful and energetic 
flavors that possess a prominent acid spine on the attractively long and intense finish. 
Bright, pale yellow-straw.

Albert Bichot Chablis Vaillons Blanc 
1er Cru, Domaine Long-Depaquit 2015 375ml White France HK$236 90

Very precise floral notes on the nose followed by subtle notes of oak and fresh fruit. 
Good structure on the palate. This wine is tangy, well balanced and already showing the 
lovely fullness one wound expect from a Premier Cru. A combination of linden blossom 
and almond give way to a long, rounded finish.

Albert Bichot Chambertin Grand Cru 
Rouge, Domaine du Clos Frantin 2014 750ml Red France HK$3,500 93

It has a beautiful ruby red. The nose is rustic, with notes of leather, anise, eglisse and 
spices. Stylish, elegant and complex, its develops floral notes, cigar tobacco, prunes, 
dates, rose and rosemary. Bold expansive, and powerful on the palate, the wine is 
balanced and velvety. There are notes chocolate and cocoa. The finish is long and 
aromatic.

Albert Bichot Clos des Mouches 
Blanc Beaune 1er Cru 2010 750ml White France HK$972 The notes of white flowers, honey and beeswax are telling signs of a high-calibre wine. 

The palate is racy and chiseled with incomparable and purity.

Albert Bichot Clos des Mouches 
Blanc Beaune 1er Cru 2011 750ml White France HK$918 91 The notes of white flowers, honey and beeswax are telling signs of a high-calibre wine. 

The palate is racy and chiseled with incomparable and purity.

Albert Bichot Echezeaux Grand Cru, 
Domaine du Clos Frantin 2013 750ml Red France HK$1,628 91

The nose features a palette of red berry and summer fruit aromas, enhanced by spicy 
notes. Round and well balanced on the palate with harmonious structure and rather 
discrete woody notes. The finish is incredibly long with a touch of dark chocolate on the 
finish.

Albert Bichot Fleurie la Madone 2015 750ml Red France HK$209

It has beautiful intensity, color of beautiful ruby red punctuated garnet. The nose presente 
a flowery and fruity, with scents of Iris, carnations, and raspberries, with a slight hint of 
nutmeg and discreet minerality. In the mouth, its large and freshly, fruity and tangy gives 
it a finely balanced harmonious. As for the final, it is long and perfumed with an aromatic 
reminder of the fruit.

Albert Bichot Macon-Villages Blanc 2015 375ml White France HK$173 88 The nose is fragrant with beautiful floral notes (acacia and honeysuckle) against a slightly 
mineral back-ground. The palate is lively, fruity and floral with a refreshing finish.

Albert Bichot Macon-Villages Blanc 2015 750ml White France HK$216 88 It has a beautiful straw yellow color. The nose has a lovely floral bouquet, acacia and on a 
slightly mineral. In the mouth, it is easy to drink, fruity and floral. The finish is refreshing.

Albert Bichot Montrachet Grand Cru 2013 750ml White France HK$7,142

Rich, very refreshing, long and progressive, the nose develops balsamic notes with a 
mixture of white fleshed fruit, almond, and spice with a hint of vanilla and coconut. Very 
round and full bodied, this wine boasts harmonious balanced between its mineral 
structure and its remarkable length.

Albert Bichot Chambolle-Musigny 
1er Cru Les Chabiots Rouge 2013 750ml Red France

The nose features intense aromas of wild fruit of the woods (black currant, blackberry, 
blueberry). Both floral and fruity, this wine offers remarkable balance and a long, 
refreshing finish with hints of tobacco and menthol.

Albert Bichot Chambolle Musigny 
Rouge 2013 750ml Red France

The nose is ethereal and delicate, redolent of black cherry with discrete, elegant floral 
notes of rose and violet. Very soft on the palate, its offers well-balanced structure and 
bold, yet fine, smooth tannins. Lovely intense, fruity finish.

Alberto Oggero Arneis DOCG 2015 750ml White Italy HK$207 The fermentation is natural, with the minimal intervention in the cellar, and we wait until 
summer to bottle it without filtering or clarification.

Alberto Oggero Arneis DOCG 2016 750ml White Italy HK$215 The fermentation is natural, with the minimal intervention in the cellar, and we wait until 
summer to bottle it without filtering or clarification.

Alberto Oggero Roero DOCG 2015 750ml Red Italy HK$259
100% Nebbiolo following the dictates of classic winemaking. It’s a wine that’s born deep, 
albeit from sandy soil without being pompous, it’s wide shoulders give space for the Cru 
to express itself.

Alpha Domus Noble Selection 2015 375ml Dessert New 
Zealand HK$192

On the palate this is an elegant, velvety wine showing complex flavours of grapefruit, 
muscatel, poached quince and honeydew. A luscious and beautifully balanced wine with 
a sweet citrus finish. Fermentation and maturation using French oak contributes hints of 
cinnamon and spice.

Alpha Domus The Aviator 2013 750ml Red New 
Zealand HK$440 92

A complex aroma of berry fruits, spice, cassis, cedar and cigarbox notes, complemented 
by fine oak. Sweet rounded berry fruit flavours of blackberry and wild brambles, mocha, 
spice, savoury olive notes and fine oak tannin. Shows a complex bouquet, silken texture 
and firm structure.

Alpha Domus The Navigator 2013 750ml Red New 
Zealand HK$192 89 Plum and blackberry flavours with hints of spice. It is an elegant and aromatic wine with 

layers of red plum, cassis and violet.

Alpha Domus The Pilot Chardonnay 2015 750ml White New 
Zealand HK$168

A lifted aroma of ripe tropical fruits such as pineapple, melon and papaya. Clean citrus 
flavours and fine mineral characters and complexity. This is a fresh lively wine with pear, 
quince and passionfruit flavours. It has a soft supple texture with sweet fruit and yeast 
characters balanced by a clean, citrus finish.

Alpha Domus The Pilot Leonarda 
Late Harvest 2014 375ml Dessert New 

Zealand HK$164
A golden refined dessert wine overflowing with ripe honeyed stone fruit and citrus 
characters. The palate displays rich luscious fruit flavours elegantly balanced by a fresh 
vibrant finish.

Alpha Domus The Pilot Merlot 
Cabernet 2014 750ml Red New 

Zealand HK$168 It is a classic bouquet of fragrant spice and dark fruit. A finely textured generous red with 
satisfying depth of flavour that flows through to a lingering savoury finish.

Armandiere Ch. Armandiere 2014 750ml Red France HK$150 Fresh, intense and smooth in mouth. You can feel the power of the dark fruit. Nicely 
balanced. Soft and long finish. A wine you can enjoy everyday.

Armandiere Malbec Ancestral 2012 750ml Red France HK$161
With his shiny colour, this wine has a generous fresh nose with ripe fruits aromas. In 
mouth, tannins reveals a smooth texture with notes of spices and cherries. Intense and 
well balanced.

Armandiere Malbec Ancestral 2016 750ml Red France HK$172 88
With his shiny colour, this wine has a generous fresh nose with ripe fruits aromas. In 
mouth, tannins reveals a smooth texture with notes of spices and cherries. Intense and 
well balanced.

Bell Bird Bay Merlot Cabernet 2011 750ml Red New 
Zealand HK$236

Bell Bird Bay Syrah 2014 750ml Red New 
Zealand HK$209

Bell Bird Bay Chardonnay 2013 750ml White New 
Zealand HK$216

Bonnaire Brut Rose NV 750ml Rose France HK$480 88

Light, bright pink, with a strong mousse. Ripe raspberry and cherry on the nose, with an 
intriguing botanical herb quality adding complexity. Bitter cherry and licorice flavours 
deliver serious depth and bite, finishing with palate-staining persistence and a lingering 
amaro quality. Pretty serious rose.

Carlone Davide Vino Rosso Boca 
DOC 2012 750ml Red Italy HK$425 89

Fermentation 15-20 days on the skins, and then fermented at the earliest with raising 
nell’ambiante cellar temperature. Following static natural precipitation ageing 3 months in 
steel tanks, two and half years in 15/25 he in Slavonian oak.

Carlone Davide Vino Rosso Boca 
DOC 2015 750ml Red Italy HK$425 89

Fermentation 15-20 days on the skins, and then fermented at the earliest with raising 
nell’ambiante cellar temperature. Following static natural precipitation ageing 3 months in 
steel tanks, two and half years in 15/25 he in Slavonian oak.

Carmes de Rieussec 2014 750ml Sauternes France HK$330 91

Bouquet of white flowers, acacia and honeysuckle. On the palate, the sweetness is 
present from the start with notes of honey; the wine then confirms a balanced, 
harmonious structure and the moderately long finish ends with a pleasant, fairly lively 
expression.

La Chapelle de la Mission Haut Brion 2011 750ml Red France HK$906 89 This wine has a dense purple color with meaty notes of camphor, black currant, sweet 
cherry and blackberry. It has a lush, opulent texture, and an admirable purity and length.

Chateau Chasse Spleen Moulis 2012 750ml Red France HK$402 88
Dark red, brilliant and limpid. Primaries aromas very net of red fruits ( black cherry and 
blackcurrant). Coca touch, with, of course, a present tannin at that stage, but a suave 
one. Finely wooded on a light heating. Persistent and flavored final.

Chateau Chasse Spleen Moulis 2013 750ml Red France HK$402 87

The colour is ed with depth. The wine is neal and straight. Menthol and light floral notes. 
Cherry and curry. The attack is straight forward. The mouth is bodied and a Cabernet 
Sauvignon frame marks the volume with a delicate tunic harmony. The finish is quite long 
and floral. Wait until 2017 before sampling the wine an ageing potential up to 2025.

Chateau Brown Rouge 2014 750ml Red France HK$308 90

This 2014 wine has a lovely bright, intense colour. The first nose is discreet, with the 
subtle smoky notes typical of Cabernet Sauvignon produced on gravelly soils. Swirling 
release morello cherry and blackcurrant notes. The attack is supple and seductive. The 
mid-palate is full, with tannins that are present, but not too aggressive. This vintage is 
powerful and rich, with a nice long finish. It has a potential for ageing around 15 years.

Chateau Brown Blanc 2010 750ml White France HK$548 89
A dry year, with a very warm Indian summer. An exceptional vintage in terms of the 
aromatic power of the Semillon and the maturity of the Sauvignon Blanc. A good balance 
between freshness and power.

Chateau Gloria 2014 750ml Red France HK$447 91
Medium bodied, fresh and refined, there is a marked, energetic, red berry quality to the 
wine that allows it to deliver a bright, elegant, fresh, cherry and cassis note that really 
sings. This is a contender for the best value in a top left bank for 2014.

Chateau Clerc Milon 2014 750ml Red France HK$980 92

The colour is a deep garnet red with a purple tine. The refined and elegant nose displays 
perfectly ripe fruit, while hints of graphite and liquorice together with aromatic verbena 
notes leave an impression of sappy freshness. From a very full-bodied attack, the 
flavours build towards a rich and harmonious balanced. The tannins are well-rounded, 
silky and creamy, underpinning the expression of spicy, judicious oak, the long and full 
finish is substained by an attractive freshness on vanilla and forest floor notes.

Climens 1er Cru 2008 750ml Sauternes France 92 Very characteristic of Clemens, beautifully mineral with a hint of saline notes and elegant 
freshness.

Climens 1er Cru 2014 750ml Sauternes France 94 Plenty of rich fruits on the palate including apricots, pears, a little green apple and a tiny 
bit of coconut.

Clos Marsalette Blanc 2014 750ml White France HK$302 90 Fermentation in stainless steel vats, 20% in stainless steel vats and 80% in oak barrels 
(30% new) on the lees for 9 months.

Confidences de Prieure Lichin 2015 750ml Red France 89 Quite a sweet fruit nose makes itself known to start with, then ripe flavours and modest 
tannins make this very approachable. It’s only the finish that’s a little dry and angular.

Cottesbrook Pinot Gris 2013 750ml White New 
Zealand HK$141

Cottesbrook Sparking Sauvignon 2013 750ml Sparkling New 
Zealand HK$140

Cottesbrook Sauvignon Blanc 2018 750ml White New 
Zealand HK$141 87

Pale straw core with green and gold highlights, slight watery rim. Youthful aromas 
gooseberry, clean grass, straw, sight melon and papaya, light minerality. Intense youthful 
flavors mimicking the nose well minerality comes in stronger, opens with minerality, pear 
and melon, develops into gooseberry, limes and apples. Very good balance, structure 
and moderate finish.

Domaine Des Cres Ricards 
Alexaume 2015 750ml Red France HK$138

Chateau Cres Ricards Oenothera 2012 750ml Red France HK$200

Chateau d'Armailhac 2014 750ml Red France HK$613 91

The colour is deep and dense. The highly refined nose exudes wild blackberry liqueur 
and cherry aromas, rounded off by subtle notes of liquorice and spice. The attack shows 
fine balance and the tannins are well structured, enfolded in a richly smooth body with 
jammy fruit flavours. The finish reveals a wine full of promise, associated with an initial 
impetus from the fruit which gives it excellent length.

d'Arsac 2015 750ml Red France HK$368 90

d'Arsac 2016 750ml Red France 90

Didier Gerbelle Vallee d'Aoste dop 
Fumin 2010 750ml Italy HK$546

Didier Gerbelle Vallee d'Aoste dop 
Torrette Superieur Vigne Plante 2014 750ml Italy HK$320

Didier Gerbelle Vallee d'Asote dop 
Petit Rouge 2015 750ml Italy HK$228

Didier Gerbelle Vallee d'Asote dop 
Pinot Gris 2015 750ml White Italy HK$228

Didier Gerbelle Vallee d'Asote dop 
Rouge Rosso 2015 750ml Italy

Didier Gerbelle Vallee d'Asote dop 
Torrett Superieur NA 2015 750ml Italy HK$239

Didier Gerbelle Vallee d'Asote dop 
Torrette Superieur Vigne 

Tsancognein
2015 750ml Italy HK$228

Diebolt-Vallois Blanc de Blancs Fleur 
de Passion 2006 750ml Champagne France HK$1,208 92

Fleur de Passion is the jewel in the range from the house of Diebolt-Vallois. Fermented 
and aged in barrels, it is only made in the very best years. Alcoholic fermentation take 
place in barrels. Malolactic fermentation, filtration and fining are all avoided. Anything 
which might stress the wine is proscribed, so that the terroir can express itself as fully as 
possible. The wine is aged in burgundy 1-wine barrels, this is a “old style”, traditional 
champagne .

Diebolt-Vallois Blanc de Blancs Fleur 
de Passion 2007 750ml Champagne France HK$1,208 91

Fleur de Passion is the jewel in the range from the house of Diebolt-Vallois. Fermented 
and aged in barrels, it is only made in the very best years. Alcoholic fermentation take 
place in barrels. Malolactic fermentation, filtration and fining are all avoided. Anything 
which might stress the wine is proscribed, so that the terroir can express itself as fully as 
possible. The wine is aged in burgundy 1-wine barrels, this is a “old style”, traditional 
champagne .

Diebolt-Vallois Blanc de Blancs 
Millesime 2007 750ml Champagne France HK$620

The vintage Blanc de Blancs (Champagne Millesime) is made from grapes from a single 
year, but only when the quality of the year is good enough. Fermentation in 
thermostatically controlled vats.

Diebolt-Vallois Prestige NV 750ml Champagne France HK$600 90 A very young blanc de blanks with exceptional inner-mouth energy. Powerfully lemony, 
very long finish shows superb perfume and cut.

Doisy Vedrines 2015 750ml Sauternes France

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Bernkasteler alte Badstube am 
Doctorberg, Riesling Kabinett

2012 750ml Dessert Germany HK$220 Lush and creamy in texture, with lime, vanilla, dried apricot and spice notes. The mineral 
component is submerged in young ages, but will surface in time.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Bernkesteler alte Badstube am 
Doctorberg Riesling Kabinett

2015 750ml Dessert Germany HK$227 89 Lush and creamy in texture, with lime, vanilla, dried apricot and spice notes. The mineral 
component is submerged in young ages, but will surface in time.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Bernkasteler alte Badstube am 
Doctorberg, Riesling Spatlese 

2012 750ml Dessert Germany HK$242 90
Yellow and ripe fruit like ripe pineapple, peach and apricot. The full flavoured taste of this 
permits the epicure to envision the sweet and juicy Riesling berries of which this wine 
was made of.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Bernkesteler alte Badstube am 
Doctorberg Riesling Spatlese 

2015 750ml Dessert Germany HK$272 89 Yellow and ripe fruit like ripe pineapple, peach and apricot. The full flavoured taste of this 
permits the epicure to envision the sweet and juicy.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Bernkasteler Badstube, Riseling 

Auslese
2012 750ml Dessert Germany HK$319 91

This is a vivacious wine, bursting with aromas and flavours of honey, citrus and apricot, 
extremely concentrated and focused. A heavier style of Riesling with great aging 
potential.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Bernkasteler Badstube, Riseling 

Kabinett Mosel
2012 750ml Dessert Germany

It has a bouquet of ripe apricot, with spicy and exotic notes. Well intergrated acidity is 
combined with nuances of apple, nutmeg and white pepper. This wine achieves a nice 
balance between sugar and acidity.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Bernkasteler Johannisbrunnchen, 

Riesling, Eiswein 
2009 750ml Dessert Germany HK$593 91 Fresh taste, with racy, layered overtones of candied citrus, dried apricots and smoky 

minerals. The finish is crisp and tangy.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Graacher Domprobst Spatburgunder 

Trocken
2015 750ml Red Germany HK$260

This Pinot Noir was fermented partly in new oaks barrels and partly in used oak barrels. It 
has a nice aroma of plum and dark berries. Due to the combination with a slight touch of 
oak this Pinot Noir becomes smooth, fine red wine with medium body.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Graacher Himmerlreich, Riesling 

Kabinett 
2012 750ml Dessert Germany HK$172 90 Lush and vibrant wine, showing apricot, mango and slate flavours, this white puts it all 

together, yet remains elegant and juicy, with a lingering finish.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Graacher Himmelreich Riesling 

Kabinett
2014 750ml Dessert Germany HK$188 90 Lush and vibrant wine, showing apricot, mango and slate flavours, this white puts it all 

together, yet remains elegant and juicy, with a lingering finish.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Graacher Himmelreich Riesling 

Spatlese
2013 750ml Dessert Germany HK$220 90 A ripe, fine wine, offering notes of apricot, licorice and spice. It’s backed by lively acidity 

and stays persistent through the lingering aftertaste.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler 
Graacher Himmerlreich, Riesling 

Auslese
2012 750ml Dessert Germany HK$290 90 Aromas of candied apricot and citrus fruit, along with lively acidity. It is very juicy, with 

fine integration of all it’s elements. The finish is nice and long.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler Riesling 
Dry 2015 750ml White Germany HK$163 89

The dry Riesling has a refreshing and irrepressible aroma that exudes significant plowed, 
emerging with the bouquet of violets when exposed to air. The taste is marked by a 
distinctive acidity.

Dr. Heidemanns-Bergweiler Riesling 
Halfdry 2012 750ml White Germany HK$150

Dr. Heidemanns-Bjergweiler Riesling 
Halfdry 2015 750ml White Germany HK$163

d'Yquem 2011 375ml Sauternes France HK$2,344 96

An exciting vintage, where Yquem’s diverse terroirs played a major role in juggling sugar 
levels that varied between rich, botrytised grapes and those less affected by noble rot, 
but full of amazing flavours that contributed enormously to the wine aromatic complexity. 
The cellar team still remembers the heady fragrance that emerged from the winepr

d'Yquem 2011 750ml Sauternes France HK$4,666 96

An exciting vintage, where Yquem’s diverse terroirs played a major role in juggling sugar 
levels that varied between rich, botrytised grapes and those less affected by noble rot, 
but full of amazing flavours that contributed enormously to the wine aromatic complexity. 
The cellar team still remembers the heady fragrance that emerged from the winepr

Emile Beyer Cremant Cuvee Emile-
Victor, Alsace NV 750ml Sparkling France HK$250

The finesse of our Cramant is expressed through their vitality and minerality. Their 
personality is marked by the special microclimate around Eguisheim as well as the 
particular geology of its limestone soils. Aging “sur lattes”, on slats, in the cellar takes 4-5 
years, in order to optimize the elegance of flavours.

Emile Beyer Gewurztraminer Alsace 
Tradition 2016 750ml White France HK$187 90 These wines offer a wide range of flavours and come from vines grown mainly on 

limestone soils.

Emile Beyer Gewurztraminer Alsace 
Tradition 2017 750ml White France HK$187 89 These wines offer a wide range of flavours and come from vines grown mainly on 

limestone soils.

Emile Beyer Gewurztraminer Grand-
Cru Pfersigberg 2015 750ml White France HK$328 91

Our wines from Grand Cru (Pfersigberg and Eichberg) come from specially selected plots. 
All the parameters come together to create a wine full of memory that will perfectly reflect 
the spirit of the site:t the terroir, the grape variety, the climate and man. The intimate 
knowledge of each plat has led us to dedicate a specific grape variety to each site. This 
alliance produces a wine with a unique and complex personality. This is the hallmark of 
the Emile Beyer wine estate.

Emile Beyer Pinot Gris Alsace 
Tradition 2016 750ml White France HK$187 90 These wines offer a wide range of flavours and come from vines grown mainly on 

limestone soils.

Emile Beyer Riesling Grand Cru 
Pfersigberg 2016 750ml White France HK$390 91

Our wines from Grand Cru (Pfersigberg and Eichberg) come from specially selected plots. 
All the parameters come together to create a wine full of memory that will perfectly reflect 
the spirit of the site:t the terroir, the grape variety, the climate and man. The intimate 
knowledge of each plat has led us to dedicate a specific grape variety to each site. This 
alliance produces a wine with a unique and complex personality. This is the hallmark of 
the Emile Beyer wine estate.

Emile Beyer Riesling Grand-Cru 
Eichberg 2016 750ml White France HK$390 91

Our wines from Grand Cru (Pfersigberg and Eichberg) come from specially selected plots. 
All the parameters come together to create a wine full of memory that will perfectly reflect 
the spirit of the site:t the terroir, the grape variety, the climate and man. The intimate 
knowledge of each plat has led us to dedicate a specific grape variety to each site. This 
alliance produces a wine with a unique and complex personality. This is the hallmark of 
the Emile Beyer wine estate.

Emile Beyer Riesling Tradition 2016 750ml White France HK$187 90 These wines offer a wide range of flavours and come from vines grown mainly on 
limestone soils.

Ferrandiere Chardonnay 2017 750ml White France Pale yellow with green highlights. Very fruity unoaked Chardonnay, clean and crisp. Pear 
and passion fruit flavours and a well-rounded buttery finish. 

Ferrandiere Merlot 2015 750ml Red France HK$130 A garnet color slowly turning to amber. Aromas of red fruit, cherries and gooseberry. Soft 
and full of fruit with refined tannins, elegant and well balanced. 

Ferrandiere Pinot Gris Sparkling 2016 750ml Sparkling France HK$148 Rose petals and bright. Pink grapefruit, gooseberry and white peach. Tasty, harmonious, 
fruity and round with great freshness.

Fonrazade 2012 750ml Red France HK$288

Gemstone Cabernet Sauvignon 2011 750ml Red France HK$2,045

Harlan Estate 2009 750ml Red USA HK$10,651 94
at this writing, the 2009 vintage is still in various stages of production, with some tanks 
still being pressed off, others having been barreled down and undergoing malolactic. 
Overall, a superlative vintage.

Harlan Estate 2010 750ml Red USA HK$10,651 97

Joseph Drohin Beaune Clos des 
Mouches Blanc 2010 750ml White France HK$1,213 92

An outstanding wine. Pale yellow colour. Complex floral nose of white lilac and white rose. 
Once open, fruity aromas come to the fore, evolving towards grilled hazelnut and also almond. 
When the wine is more mature, the nose is surprisingly strong and fifteen minutes of aeration 
produce wonderful notes of white truffle, citron, honey and nutmeg, elegantly meshed 
together. Very lively on the palate. It’s rich texture is in evidence, but also its structure and 
minerality. It is round, but never heavy. Harmonious fullness in after taste.

Joseph Drohin Beaune Clos des 
Mouches Blanc 2011 750ml White France HK$1,213 91

An outstanding wine. Pale yellow colour. Complex floral nose of white lilac and white rose. 
Once open, fruity aromas come to the fore, evolving towards grilled hazelnut and also almond. 
When the wine is more mature, the nose is surprisingly strong and fifteen minutes of aeration 
produce wonderful notes of white truffle, citron, honey and nutmeg, elegantly meshed 
together. Very lively on the palate. It’s rich texture is in evidence, but also its structure and 
minerality. It is round, but never heavy. Harmonious fullness in after taste.

Jonata Todos Santa Ynez Valley 2008 750ml

Jonata Todos Santa Ynez Valley 2011 750ml

Jonata Todos Santa Ynez Valley 2012 750ml

Krug Grand Cuvee NV 750ml Champagne France

La Caudrina La Caudrina, Moscato 
d’Asti DOCG (212) 2015 750ml Dessert Italy HK$163

Colour : deep straw yellow.                                                                                                        
Fragrance : aromatic with delicate flower scent                                                                        
Taste : sweet, pleasantly acidic with delicate and persistent aroma.                                     
Coupling : perfect dessert wine, idea with dry bakery, with the traditional “panettone” or 
the Easter “colomba”. Due to its limited alcohol content it is also a nice refreshing drink.

La Caudrina La Galeisa, Moscato 
d'Asti (106) 2015 750ml Dessert Italy HK$174

Colour : deep straw yellow.                                                                                                       
Fragrance : aromatic, intense and complex.                                                                            
Taste : sweet, pleasantly aciduious, with delicate and long lingering flavour, full bodied 
round and velvety.                                                                                                                    
Coupling : an excellent dessert wine, it perfectly accompanies strawberries, cooked 
peaches fill with macaroons, jam tarts or hazelnut cakes.

La Caudrina La Selvatica, Asti 
Spumante DOCG (912) NV 750ml Sparkling Italy HK$172

Foam : abundant and fine with persistent perlage.                                                                
Colour : pale straw yellow.                                                                                                      
Fragrance : aromatic complex and intense.                                                                            
Taste : slightly sweet, with its aromatic taste, pleasantly acidic.                                           
Coupling : it’s the most famous Italian sparkling wine, perfect with desserts. 

La Caudrina La Solista, Barbera 
d’Asti DOCG (006) 2014 750ml Red Italy HK$150

Colour : brilliant ruby red with light purplish reflexes.                                                             
Fragrance : fruity and inviting with scents of prune and “marasca”.                                      
Taste : of good structure is supple and persistent at the palate.                                            
Coupling : very good with tasty pasta courses and meat courses, especially red meat, yet 
it can be drank also with bread and salami for a hardy snack.

La Caudrina Montevenere, Barbera 
d’Asti SUP DOCG (1206) 2012 750ml Red Italy HK$196

Colour : intense ruby red with intriguing purple reflexes.                                                         
Fragrance : ample with extremely complex (coffee, vanilla, cacao) although with fruity 
notes definitely present.                                                                                                           
Taste : of good body, harmonious mid persistent, with pleasant tannins.                                
Coupling : it goes very well with tasty pasta courses (meat or mushroom sauce) and main 
courses of red meat or game. Interesting with blue and matured cheese.

La Caudrina Passito, Piemonte DOC 
Moscato (306) 2013 750ml Dessert Italy HK$208

Color : pale gold yellow.                                                                                                             
Fragrance : complex with scent of crystallized fruit, vanilla and light spices. Surprising 
and intriguing the harmony between the aromatic part and the wood.                                  
Taste : sweet, full of good consistence and structure and of exceptionally long finish.         
Coupling : it’s a meditation wine. The ideal marriage is with foie gras, matured cheese 
and cheese with blue-green marbling. It goes well also with dessert, patisserie.

La Clarte de Haut Brion blanc 2013 750ml White France HK$1,179 91

Beautiful brilliant pale yellow colour. The extremely expressive bouquet is redolent of 
tropical fruit, such as pineapple. The wine starts out rich and big, going on to show 
vivacious and freshness. The pineapple found in the bouquet is even more present. It is 
altogether very well balanced.

la Gurgue 2014 750ml Red France HK$264 88 2014 is a great success which gave wines with a beautiful balance, ripe tannins and 
concentration. It is a freshly and fruity vintage in the purest style of Margaux.

La Mission Haut Brion Grand Cru 
Classe 2013 750ml Red France HK$2,334 92

The bouquet is well-defined, complex, and intense, with overtones of black fruit 
(blackberry and blackcurrant) and spcie. The rich, impressive tannic texture on the palate 
meshes beautifully with the wine’s smoothness. A long aftertaste adds the final touch to 
beautiful balance 

la Mission Haut-Brion Blanc 2013 750ml White France HK$8,029 93

The nose is enormously complex, showing subtle hints of white flowers, pineapple, 
leimon, and very ripe, juicy white peaches. The wine starts out with considerable acidity, 
and is almost tangy. This freshness gives the wine a linear structure that opens up to 
become much bigger and more voluptuous.

la Mission Haut-Brion Blanc 2014 750ml White France HK$8,029 94
The nose has lovely hints of ripe fruit and with very subtle underlying vanilla aromas. The 
wine is full-bodied, rich, round, vivacious, and complex from the beginning to the end on 
the palate, with perfect balance.

Chateau Lagrange 2013 750ml Red France 89
It sports considerable fruitless on the nose with vibrant and pure red cherries, fresh 
strawberry and cedar that is well defined. The palate is well balanced with fine. There is 
commendable precision towards the finish that deftly carries oak.

Le Clarence de Haut Brion 2013 750ml Red France HK$1,448 89
The nose includes enticing hints of juicy ripe fruit such as cherry and the oak is perfectly 
integrated. The wine is intensely fruity on the palate with fine depth, a beautiful structure, 
and rich tannin. The very attractive aftertaste is full, round and long.

le Sartre Blanc 2014 750ml White France HK$248 88

Lenardo Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 750ml

Lenardo Le Nuvole 2013 750ml Rose Italy HK$100

A fresh and fruity wine for the summer. Made by 100% Merlot, white vilification and 
bottled under vacuum to maintain all the freshness and the smell of flowers that makes 
this kind of wine perfect for the summer aperitives. It is best served chilled, and is often 
more refreshing than a big red wine on a hot summer day, 

Lenardo Ronco Nole 2013 750ml Red Italy HK$100

The cool temperature maceration / fermentation phase is completed within around 20 
days. The wine is left to settle after the pressing process, then it is racked into stainless 
steel tanks where it goes through the natural process of malolactic fermentation. The wine 
is drawn off the lees and then aged for 12 months in small american oak barrels. Intense 
ruby red , the palate reveals a wealth of soft, fine-grained tannins; great breadth of flavour, 
mouthfilling weight and superb intensity.

les Grands Chenes 2015 750ml Red France HK$245 88 Garnet color, expressive fruity aromas. Full flavored, fleshy, tannic, dense, attractive 
volume and substance.

Lynch Bages 2012 750ml Red France HK$1,053 91 2012 offers wines in a classic style, balanced and fullbodied

Lynch Bages 2013 750ml Red France HK$1,053 90

Lynch-Bages 2013 displays an intense red colour and a complex nose, combining 
aromas of black fruits, violet and pepper with subtle woody notes. The attack is full, 
suave, and balanced by a certain nervousness. The wine offers a nice balance combining 
aromatic elegance with fine tannins.

Lynch Bages 2014 750ml Red France HK$1,053 93

During harvest, all the indicators of a great wine were present: Generous sugar levels 
enveloping abundant tannins, an intense colour and all nicely balanced by a lovely 
acidity.

The wine has a deep colour and an aromatic nose; it is rich and unctuous on the palate, 
perfectly enveloped in silky tannins. This vintage is distinguished by a beautiful balance 
of power, freshness and elegance.

Mont Perat 2013 750ml Red France HK$238 87

Mont Perat 2014 750ml Red France HK$238 88

Mouline Rouge 2010 750ml Red France HK$232 88 Dark ruby in color, a nose exploding with ripe fruit and exotic spices. The palate also 
displays ripe fruit and spice with a distinct woody elegance.3

Palmer 2010 750ml Red France HK$3,657 96

Although the alcoholic degree is very high, like in 2009, the acidity synonymous with 
freshness - and tannic concentration are greater, making for wines with an extremely 
solid foundation. Their power, combined with a high level of acidity, gives them the 
potential for becoming benchmarks, and for this to be a legendary vintage. They are like 
a finely cut diamond that, over time, will fully express all the delicacy of Château Palmer’s 
terroir.

Panigon 2010 750ml Red France

chateau de Panigon seduces by its delicacy and complex aroma expression. First, the 
aromas of black fruit appear: blackberry and blackcurrant, then appear the notes of 
toasted bread. The touch is well balanced, long and round, tannins are melted and he 
finish is fruity.

Pedroncelli Friends Red 2014 750ml Red USA HK$138

Pedroncelli Friends Red 2016 750ml Red USA HK$138

Pedroncelli Merlot Bench Vineyard 2014 750ml Red USA HK$158 86
Our merlot shows aromas of ripe cherry, red plum and clove. On the palate there is bright 
berry as well as toasted oak and in the background. Some dried herb and cola notes. 
Medium bodied with ripe tennis which follow through to a lush, almost velvety finish.

Pedroncelli Merlot Bench Vineyard 2015 750ml Red USA HK$158 88
Our merlot shows aromas of ripe cherry, red plum and clove. On the palate there is bright 
berry as well as toasted oak and in the background. Some dried herb and cola notes. 
Medium bodied with ripe tennis which follow through to a lush, almost velvety finish.

Pedroncelli Merlot 2016 750ml Red USA HK$158 88
Our merlot shows aromas of ripe cherry, red plum and clove. On the palate there is bright 
berry as well as toasted oak and in the background. Some dried herb and cola notes. 
Medium bodied with ripe tennis which follow through to a lush, almost velvety finish.

Pedroncelli Pinot Noir 2015 750ml Red USA HK$178

Aromas of rose petal, highlighted by floral and fruit notes. Flavours follow up with 
strawberry-cherry, warm spices and orange peel. Smooth with a zesty texture and bright 
acidity, the finish is nicely balanced with silky tannins. An elegant, medium-bodied Pinot 
Noir.

Pedroncelli Pinot Noir Russian River 
Valley 2016 750ml Red USA HK$178

Aromas of rose petal, highlighted by floral and fruit notes. Flavours folllow up with 
strawberry-cherry, warm spices and orange peel. Smooth with a zesty texture and bright 
acidity, the finish is nicely balanced with silky tennis. An elegant, medium-bodied Pinot 
Noir.

Pedroncelli Sauvignon Blanc 2017 750ml White USA HK$150
Aromatic with a bouquet of passion fruit, peach, and grassy notes. The fresh flavours are 
layered with lemongrass, green apple, and honey. Our Sauvignon Blanc is tart-sweet and 
quite refreshing with well-integrated acidity.

Pedroncelli Cabernet Sauvignon 2013 750ml Red USA HK$160
Rich aromas of red plum, sage and toasted oak introduce our Cabernet Sauvignon. Ripe 
cherry fruit, black olive and black pepper spice follow on the palate. The wine showcase 
the fruit with a bit of jammy blackberry and a spicy finish.

Pedroncelli Chardonnay 2012 750ml White USA HK$147

Rich lemon, pear and honey notes in the bouquet lead to fresh flavours of apple,Meyer 
lemon, and mango. The blend of the two Chardonnay lots adds both fruit forward 
qualities and toasted oak complexity. Highlighted by bright acidity, the wine finishes crisp 
with a long lingering finish.

Pedroncelli Port Four Grapes 2009 500ml Port USA HK$172

Ripe cherry, caramel and dark chocolate aromas lead to a flavorful dessert wine with 
warm spice, toffee and rich plum flavours. A very complex and rich Port with great 
balance between the sugar and acid and a long finish. Cellar note: Although ready to 
drink now, this Port will benefit from aging for the next 10 years.

Pedroncelli Sangiovese 2012 750ml White USA HK$158
Aromas of cherry and spice highlight our Sangiovese. More tart cherry, spicy pepper and 
plum notes blend with a touch of vanilla and soft oak in the background. The finish is 
framed by bright acidity, medium body and mild tannins, making this a great food wine.

Pedroncelli Zinfandel 2014 750ml Red USA HK$159

Our Mother Clone is a classic Dry Creek Valley Zinfandel with fragrant aromas of ripe 
berry and black plum with a touch of black pepper spice concentrated blackberry and fig 
flavours are framed by  subtle toasted oak with a dusty-spicy finish. Well integrated 
flavours with round tannins and bright acidity are a hallmark of our style. Enjoy now or 
cellar for three to five years.

Perlage Quorum Valdobbiadene 
Prosecco DOCG   NV 750ml Procscco Italy HK$190 88

This is the most modern of the Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG 
wines and it has great international success. Its fine perlage ensures a persistent taste 
which is clean on the palate, making this sparkling wine par excellence for the table.

Perlage Col Di Manza Spumante 
Extra Dry Millesimato 2018 750ml Prosecco Italy HK$230 90

The first Prosecco di Valdobbiadene Superiore DOCG made with Biodynamic grapes. Our 
Extra Dry version combines the variety's aromatic qualities with its fine bubbles. In the 
mouth it is soft yet dry and well balanced, thanks to a strong balanced acidity.

Podere Santa Felicita Vino IGT 
Toscanna Rosso Sempremai 2011 750ml Red Italy HK$384

The “Sorte Sempermai” is an intense ruby red color. On the nose you can smell aromas 
of red berries,notes of undergrowth, herbaceous and spicy. At the sip it is tasty and 
straight forward, fresh, with an evident tannic texture, with a long persistence.

Podere Santa Felicita Vino IGT 
Toscanna Rosso Sempremai 2012 750ml Red Italy HK$416

The “Sorte Sempermai” is an intense ruby red color. On the nose you can smell aromas 
of red berries,notes of undergrowth, herbaceous and spicy. At the sip it is tasty and 
straight forward, fresh, with an evident tannic texture, with a long persistence.

Podere Santa Felicita CUNA 2012 750ml Red Italy HK$416
Ruby red color with red fruit aromas that recall the strawberry, red currant, the “laurel, 
lavender and rosemary. The taste is a burst of acidity with a fresh tannins and a long 
finish.

Puygueraud 2016 750ml Red France

The grand wine is from the plateaus and the clay-limestone slopes overlooking the Cotes 
de Francs appellation. It is a rich wine, endowed with a straight lined and elegant palate. 
Ample energy and fruit within structuring tannins that present a lovely nose of fruit and 
spices. A blend of merlot in majority with Cabernet Franc and touch of Malbec.

Quintodecimo Exultet, Fiano di 
Avellino 2017 750ml White Italy HK$363

This wine has a bright yellow with green highlights and crisp varietal aromas of lime, 
acacia and thyme. Dense and continuous structure develops aromas of exotic fruits, 
candied citrus and honey in a slight mineral matrix

Quintodecimo Giallo d'Arles, Greco 
di Tufo DOCG 2015 750ml White Italy HK$384 90

Has an intense golden colour. It is an extreme and rigorous interpretation of the Wine. It is 
a cru produce with one vineyard. The ancient yellow golden colour, typical of the 
denomination, is more intense also thanks to the complete absence of any clarification 
treatments. 

Quintodecimo Giallo d'Arles, Greco 
di Tugo DOCG 2016 750ml White Italy HK$384 90

Has an intense golden colour. It is an extreme and rigorous interpretation of the Wine. It is 
a cru produce with one vineyard. The ancient yellow golden colour, typical of the 
denomination, is more intense also thanks to the complete absence of any clarification 
treatments. 

Quintodecimo Giallo d'Arles, Greco 
di Tugo DOCG 2017 750ml White Italy HK$326 89

Has an intense golden colour. It is an extreme and rigorous interpretation of the Wine. It is 
a cru produce with one vineyard. The ancient yellow golden colour, typical of the 
denomination, is more intense also thanks to the complete absence of any clarification 
treatments. 

Quintodecimo Terra d'Eclano, Irpinia 
Aglianico DOC 2014 750ml Red Italy HK$448 89

It is a seductive and elegant wine with complex aromas of berries, plums, licorice, coffee. 
The taste has a wrap around design with soft and silky tannins and a long finish in which 
prevails an elegant mineral freshness of balsamic and spicy notes.

Quintodecimo Terra d'Eclano, Irpinia 
Aglianico DOC 2016 750ml Red Italy HK$376

It is a seductive and elegant wine with complex aromas of berries, plums, licorice, coffee. 
The taste has a wrap around design with soft and silky tannins and a long finish in which 
prevails an elegant mineral freshness of balsamic and spicy notes.

Quintodecimo Via del Campo, Irpinia 
Falanghia DOC 2015 750ml White Italy HK$356 90 It’s bright golden yellow hue and aromas ranging from notes of apple, pineapple, herbs 

and wild flowers in refined salty and mineral tones.

Quintodecimo Via Del Campo, Irpinia 
Falanghina DOC 2016 750ml White Italy HK$334 89 It’s bright golden yellow hue and aromas ranging from notes of apple, pineapple, herbs 

and wild flowers in refined salty and mineral tones.

Quintodecimo Via Del Campo, Irpinia 
Falanghina DOC 2017 750ml White Italy HK$326 It’s bright golden yellow hue and aromas ranging from notes of apple, pineapple, herbs 

and wild flowers in refined salty and mineral tones.

Quintodecimo Vigna Grande Cerzito, 
Taurasi Riserva DOCG 2012 750ml Red Italy HK$1,166 92

The nose strikes with its refined aromas of cherry, plum and chocolate, the palate sip 
becomes fleshy and delicate. Very long-lived wine, with the passage of years is 
completed by fresh notes of mint, eucalyptus and frankincense, becoming even more 
refined and elegant.

Quintodecimo Vigna Grande Cerzito, 
Taurasi Riserva DOCG 2014 750ml Red Italy HK$1,088

The nose strikes with its refined aromas of cherry, plum and chocolate, the palate sip 
becomes fleshy and delicate. Very long-lived wine, with the passage of years is 
completed by fresh notes of mint, eucalyptus and frankincense, becoming even more 
refined and elegant.

Quintodecimo Vigna Quintodecimo, 
Taurasi Riserva DOCG 2012 750ml Red Italy HK$1,166 Seductive to class and aromatic intensity is complemented by savory tannins and well 

expressed in a deep and refined style.

Quintodecimo Vigna Quintodecimo, 
Taurasi Riserva DOCG 2014 750ml Red Italy HK$1,088 92 Seductive to class and aromatic intensity is complemented by savory tannins and well 

expressed in a deep and refined style.

Quintvs 2013 750ml HK$1,179

Beautiful colour with deep purple highlights. The nose is fruity, very expressive, and 
extremely elegant. The wine is well-balanced on the palate, following through seamlessly 
from beginning to end. The tannins are rich yet smooth on the palate, giving way to soft 
finish.

Quivira Elusive 2014 750ml Red USA HK$308
A vibrant spectrum of strawberry and cherry are front-and-centre but nicely 
counterpointed by layers of brooding darker fruit. Mediterranean herbs, and subtle earthy 
characters.

Quivira Flight Zinfandel 2012 750ml Red USA HK$380 89 Aromas of raspberry and strawberry and notes of dark cherries and baking spices that 
carry through from the mid-palate into the lengthy finish.

Quivira Grenache 2013 750ml Red USA HK$291
Dark brooding fruit of bing cherry, wild strawberry preserves and black raspberry are 
accented by subtle herbal notes. Palate and texture are rich and full with a dense, 
flavorful mid-palate.

Quivira Rose Wine 2013 750ml Rose USA HK$234
Orange tinged pink, almost copper color with ripe strawberry, watermelon, and gentle 
spice aromas. On the palate, it’s between light and medium-bodied, fresh and crisp 
cherry, strawberry, watermelon, spice and a bit blood orange flavours.

Raineri Gianmatteo Barolo DOCG 2013 750ml Red Italy HK$344 88
Color : garnet-red.                                                                                                          
Nose : violet, dried rose,balsamic, mushrooms, mature fruits, tobacco.                      
Palate : dry, deep and lasting, elegant tannins, full bodied, well balanced.

Raineri Gianmatteo Barolo DOCG 2014 750ml Red Italy HK$318 89
Color : garnet-red.                                                                                                          
Nose : violet, dried rose,balsamic, mushrooms, mature fruits, tobacco.                      
Palate : dry, deep and lasting, elegant tannins, full bodied, well balanced.

Raineri Gianmatteo Dogliani DOCG 
Cornole 2015 750ml Red Italy HK$148

Color : deep ruby red tones purplish highlighted.                                                                     
Nose : deep, fruity, cherry and plum, grapey.                                                                         
Palate : grapey, full,deep and lasting, sweet tannins, balanced, typical nutty after taste

Raineri Gianmatteo Dogliani DOCG 
Cornole 2016 750ml Red Italy HK$168

Color : deep ruby red tones purplish highlighted.                                                                     
Nose : deep, fruity, cherry and plum, grapey.                                                                         
Palate : grapey, full,deep and lasting, sweet tannins, balanced, typical nutty after taste

Raineri Gianmatteo Langhe Nebbiolo 
DOC Snart 2015 750ml Red Italy HK$190

Color : pale ruby red.                                                                                                                 
Nose : fresh red skin fruit, cherry, wild rose, spicy.                                                                
Palate : fresh red berries and red apple, deep and lasting, elegant tannins, medium 
bodied, balanced.

Raineri Gianmatteo Langhe Nebbiolo 
DOC Snart 2017 750ml Red Italy HK$211

Color : pale ruby red.                                                                                                                 
Nose : fresh red skin fruit, cherry, wild rose, spicy.                                                                
Palate : fresh red berries and red apple, deep and lasting, elegant tannins, medium 
bodied, balanced.

Raineri Gianmatteo Piemonte 
Cortese DOC Elfobianco 2016 750ml Red Italy HK$156

Color : pale yellow greenish highlighted.                                                                               
Nose : pippin apple, abbot white pear, exotic fruits, bread crust.                                         
Palate : crisp, bright and fresh, savory and mineral, nutty aftertaste.

Ramon 2009 750ml HK$279

Reserve de la Comtesse 2014 750ml HK$465

Reynon 2012 750ml Red France HK$205 85 The nose is very smooth, intensely fruity, with hints of smoke and toast. On the palate, 
this wine is robust, rich, with solid tannins and lengthens.

Reynon 2013 750ml Red France HK$201 The nose is very smooth, intensely fruity, with hints of smoke and toast. On the palate, 
this wine is robust, rich, with solid tannins and lengthens.

Reynon 2014 750ml Red France HK$201 87 The nose is very smooth, intensely fruity, with hints of smoke and toast. On the palate, 
this wine is robust, rich, with solid tannins and lengthens.

Roy Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 2010 500ml Red USA HK$1,276 92

This rich and bold wine exhibits a dense mix of aromas that include blackberry preserves, 
blueberries, black currants, anise, espresso and cocoa with a touch of minerality. It is 
enhanced with its expression of hoisin and soy among the concentrated dark, ripe fruit 
notes. Those layered purple fruit and deep dark licorice flavors envelope the mouth with 
intense inky and velvety tannins, followed by a wonderful long, lingering finish. 

Roy Estate Propriety Red 2010 500ml Red USA HK$1,082 91

The nose reveals finesse and extremely pretty aromatics of blueberry, wild berry, 
blackberry, mocha, espresso and violet. The mouthfeel has great focus, but in a very 
seductive style. Layered with creamy sweet exotic flavors, dark chocolate, sweet black 
cherry and flowers reminiscent of good acidity, this wine finishes with great length and 
sexy powerful tannins. The oak integration is spectacular, which is great sign for quality. 

Saintayme 2012 750ml Red France HK$241 88 This wine is focused on cherries, black raspberry, stone and spice, ending with sweet, 
dark red berries and black cherry notes.

Saintayme 2013 750ml Red France HK$241 87 This wine is focused on cherries, black raspberry, stone and spice, ending with sweet, 
dark red berries and black cherry notes.

Saintayme St. Emilion Grand Cru 2014 750ml Red France HK$241 89 Sa This wine is focused on cherries, black raspberry, stone and spice, ending with sweet, 
dark red berries and black cherry notes.

Salon 1999 750ml Champagne France HK$6,042 94

A very pale yellow with barely green hints and a lively nose but still discreet, 1999 Salon, 
with its clear immediate taste, has that juvenile grace that captures the palate, itself 
straight, firm and textured. A quite natural sophistication that is a gift and persists just 
like the creamy bubbles. Brioche, white bread, white blossom, white fruit and bitter 
almond flavours are still developing. The middle palate and aftertaste are crystalline and 
it has a lingering finish with hints of citrus.

Talbot 2015 750ml Red France HK$637 91

Terre del Faet Friulano (Tocai) 2015 750ml White Italy HK$192

Terre del Faet Friulano (Tocai) 2017 750ml White Italy HK$192

Terre del Faet Malvasia 2016 750ml White Italy HK$192

Terre del Faet Malvasia 2017 750ml White Italy HK$192

Terre del Faet Merlot 2014 750ml Red Italy HK$207

Terre del Faet Pinot Bianco 2016 750ml White Italy HK$192

Toscolo Vernaccia di San Gimignano, 
Tuscany 2015 750ml White Italy HK$190 88

100% Vernaccia di San Gimignano. Luminous, straw yellow hue, leading on to a 
delicate aromatic bouquet of white flowers, pears and honeysuckle and a full-
flavored palate rich in citrus aromas, firm freshness and almond nuances.



Table 1

Item Wine Name Vintage Volume Wine 
Type Country Retail Price Score Photo Description 

Domaine Comte Senard  Corton Clos 
Du Roi 2015 750ml Red France HK$1,480

The best known and most celebrated of all the Corton Grand Crus. A genuinely aristocratic wine. 
Powerful but with finesse. Bright ruby red robe. Mature, supple and velvety wine. A very complete wine 
with cherry aromas Le Clos du Roi is in essen

Domaine Comte Senard Aloxe 
Corton Les Valozieres 2015 750ml Red France HK$1,050

The best located of all the Premier Crus, below the Bressandes where it has inherited the same 
elegance and delicateness. Red berry aromas are very much present in this wine. Beautiful balance 
between the tannins and Pinot Noir acidity. Lovely expression of its terroir. A refined wine with great 
ageing potential.

Domaine Guy Robin Chabils Vieilles 
Vignes 2017 750ml white France HK$270 Solar nose with a fruity more present and dominating. Sweet notes of toasted hazelnuts. It’s surprises 

by its elegance and opens gently. The mouth is more windy, more  coated but with a crispy fruity.

Domaine du  Castel C Blanc du 
Castel 2017 750ml White Israel HK$392 89

Using French oak barrels, the wine is fermented and then set to mature in its residual sugars for about a 
year, Bourgogne style. “C” Blanc du Castel is known for its rich and buttery bouquet and refreshing 
acidity; it bears a full round flavours, with a touch of citrus, tropical fruit and roasted almonds. This is a 
well-balanced wine with a fine long finish. It reaches its peak about 4 years after its harvest, and the 
recommended serving temperature is 12-14 degrees celsius.

Domaine du Castel Grand Vin 2016 750ml Red Israel HK$584 90

The varieties used to create this wine are Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Petit Verdot and Cabernet 
Franc, harvested from the vineyard’s finest plots. Prior to bottling, the wine is set to mature in French 
oak barrels, most brand new for approximately 16 mnths, followed by approx.4 months in concrete 
tanks. Castel Gran Vin is a classic, elegant wine, bearing deep coloring and a concentrated and 
complex bouquet of blackberries, spices and fine(yet tangible) tannin. This is a balanced wine with a 
velvety smoothness and a long clean finish. It is recommended to decanter the wine before serving.

Yaffo Winery Hommage Cabernet 
Sauvignon 2017 750ml Red Israel HK$260

Medium to full bodied, dark garnet with purple and orange reflections, with soft tannins and gentle 
wood intergrating nicely. Opens in the glass to reveal traditional Cabernet blackberry, black currant and 
spicy notes. Lingers nicely.

Yaffo Winery Image 2015 750ml Red Israel HK$296

A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and petit Syrah developed in French and American barriques for 18 
months, deep garnet in color, with soft, gently gripping tannins and notes of spicy wood highlighting 
red currant and wild berry fruits, those complemented by notes of freshly picked herbs and earthy 
minerals. Long and generous.

Hommage Gewurztraminer 2018 750ml White Israel HK$260 Beautiful aromas of honeysuckle, apricots, orange, flowers and creme brûlée blended into a great 
perfume. The palate is very think, dense and concentrated.

Hommage Chardonnay 2018 750ml White Israel HK$260
Hints of tropical fruit, honeysuckle, pear and white peach, citrus rind and vanilla aromatics bring you a 
rich luscious, ripe, sweet, styled wine that is forward, round and finishes with a blast of fruit and oak as 
well.

Hommage Syrah 2015 750ml Red Israel HK$260
Deep, dark and concentrated, with soft, lightly dusty tannins and notes of cedar wood. Full bodied and 
aromatic, opening in the glass to show generous purple plums and a note of leather that lingers nicely 
on to the long finish.

Image Viognier 2018 750ml White Israel HK$262 Produced from the grapes grower at the Ella valley near Jerusalem. The wine express the viognier 
variety with aromatics characters of wild flowers, white peach, melon, citrus fruit and herbs.

Heritage 2014 750ml Red Israel HK$316

Our Heritage whose essence is excellence, is the flagship wine of the Yaffo winery. The process begins 
in the choosing the grapes, continues with meticulous production standards, and ends with the fine 
wine that we offer to you. A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz, reflecting its oak aging with 
spices and cinnamon notes, those highlighting black fruits, tobacco and a hint of licorice that comes in 
on the finish. Long, round and generous. Developed in French barriques for 18 months.

Reserve Chardonnay 2016 750ml White Israel HK$411
Chardonnay 100% single vineyard varietal made from select grapes from our northernmost vineyard at 
an elevation of 1000m above sea level. Thoroughly pleasant, if not invigorating, fresh fruit with vanilla & 
herbal undertones.

Reserve Merlot 2011 750ml Red Israel HK$527 Merlot 100% single vineyard varietal. Full body, deep ripe, fruit, aging beautifully. Oakey in newer 
French & American oak barrels for 20 months. 

Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 2015 750ml Red Israel HK$494
100% Cabernet Sauvignon varietal made from the winery’s most intensely characters grapes. Full 
body, ripe fruit and balanced oak with hints of vanilla. Oakey for 20 months in French & American 
barrels.

Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 2016 750ml Red Israel HK$494
100% Cabernet Sauvignon varietal made from the winery’s most intensely characters grapes. Full 
body, ripe fruit and balanced oak with hints of vanilla. Oakey for 20 months in French & American 
barrels.

Hushnia 2013 750ml Red Israel HK$1,358
Oaked for 20 months in French & American barrels. Ultra-premium blend of individually selected 
barrels, 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot, 10% Syrah. Full bodied, deep ripe fruits, refined 
balance.


